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computer-aided reasoning - home - springer - computer-aided reasoning: an approach and
computer-aided reasoning: acl2 case studies are two complementary volumes in the advances in
formal methods series. the former provides an in-depth introduction to computer-supported
reasoning with a computational logic for a common lisp (acl2), the successor to nqthm. it provides
both technical details on computer-aided reasoning and an expository ... the acl2 sedan theorem
proving system - sedan, was to bring computer-aided reasoning to the masses by developing a
user-friendly system that retained the power of acl2, but made it possible for new users to quickly,
easily learn how to develop and reason about programs. jstrother moore - department of
computer science - books a8. computer-aided reasoning: an approach, with m. kaufmann and p.
manolios, kluwer academic publishers, boston, 2000. a7. computer-aided reasoning: acl2 case ...
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kaufmann, j strother moore, panagiotis manolios bei ciao. computer assisted reasoning - gilith computer assisted reasoning a festschrift for michael j. c. gordon richard boulton joe hurd konrad
slind 30th june 2009 todayÃ¢Â€Â™s increasingly computer-based society is dependent on the
correctness and reliability of crucial infrastructure, such as programming languages, compilers,
net-works, and microprocessors. one important way to achieve the required level of as- surance is to
use formal ... executable jvm model for analytical reasoning: astudy - we use a computer aided
reasoning tool, acl2, to help us produce mechanically checked proofs of the properties of the model.
for example, we have proved a property of the class
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